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Abstract
.0

4

The literature on self-fulfilling prophecy effects is reviewed,

with emphasis on its application to inseririce teachers and their

students. It is concluded that a minority ol teachers have major

expectation effects oq their students' achievement, but that such

effects are-minimal for most teachers because-their expectations

are generally accurate avd open to corrective feedback. It would

e difficult to' predict the effectg of teachers' expectations, even

CbIw sch knowledge of their accuracy and the degree of rigidity with

which they were held, because expectations interact with beliefs
7

about learning and instructioh to determine teacher behavior (so

that similar expectations may lead to different behavior), and be-
,

cail-Se students will-differin-their interpretation of and response

to teacher 'behavior (so that similar behavior maY produce different

student outcomes).
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Although Merton (1948) defined and illustrated the concept of

the self-fulfilling prophecY in 1948,_ and although Kenneth Clark ,

(1965) and others had identified low teacher expectaaons as one

cause of the low. achievement.of students in ghetto 0schcls, it Was

not until publication of Rosenthal and Jhcobson's (19,00) Pygmalion
0.4

in the Classroom that the topic of teacher expectati* "arrived" on

the educational scene. Since,Rosenthal and Jacobson landmark Oak

School experiment, educational researchers have conducte?'well over

100 studies relating to teacher expectations, and wri,ters of scholarly '

reviews and position papers have debated the degree to which.teacher

expectationa appear 'to have self-fulfilling prophecy effects on stU-

dents and have speculated about potential implications for teacher

education and classroom practice. The present paper will attempt

to put the controversy surrounding the original Pygmalion study

into perspective, to review and integrate the large and growing

body of information that has accumulated since, and to identify im-

plications for research- arr.:rtd-fling.

The Pygmalion Controversy

Fueled by the remarkable publicity it received, Rosenthal and

Jacobson's Oak School experiment (or "The Pygmalion Study," as it

1This paper was delivered as part of a symposium entitled "The

Self-fulfilling Prophecy: Its Origins and Consequences in Research

and Practice," at the 1982 annual meeting of the American Educational

Research Association in New York ,City, in March,-1982'.

2Jere E. Brophy is director of the Classroom Strategy Project and

is a professor in the Department of educational psychology, College of

Education at Michigan State University.

0



came to be called) provoke extreme reactions. Enthusiasts accepted

its findings uncritically and touted it as the key to eliminating ed-
0

ucational inequities. They seemed to believe that all students Would

begin to 'achieve_atligh_levels_as_soon_as_teachera were trained to

have high expectations for them. Meanwhile, skeptics subjected the

study to unusually intense criticism, and- thei i. doubts were soon re-

inforced by a series of failures to replicate the study (in fact,

although a great deal of evidence that teachers' -expectations can

function as self-fulfilling prophecies has accumulated since, no

one has ever replicated the Oak School experiment in the sense of ob-

aining-positive results with identical procedures).

I will not review all of the criticisms and rebuttals relating

to the phk School experiment, because several reviewers have already
9

done so in considerable detail. My own belief is that although

critics have made several important points, they have not succeeded

in explaining away the positive results Rosenthal and Jacobson ob-

tained in their first and second grade students (which I take to be

evidence of self-fulfilling prophecy effects). Nor am I disturbed

by the replication failures. They all involve attempting to induce

teacher expectations through provision of phoni information, and

most investigators used procedures likely to bias the experiment against

obtaining evidence of self-fulfilling prophecy effects (Crano and

Mellon, 1978). Also, the publicity surrounding the Oak School experf-

ment heightened teachers' awareness of'expectation phenomena, and

probably reduced their inclination to accept at face value whatever

information an experimenter gave them about their stUdents. Finally

the procedures used for creating expectations in these replication

experimento were often considerably less credible than the ones

6
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used in the original experiment, so that there was often good reason

4,
to believe, And occasionally direct data indicating, that the teach-

ers involved simply did not accept the phony information Alld thus

did not act upon it (Brophy and Go , 1974; Persell, 1917).

In summary, I am willing to accept the data on firat and second

grade atudenes from the°0ak School experiment as evidence of the

self-fulfilling_prophecy effects of teacher expeptations concerning

student achievement, even though no significant differences were ob-

tained for the-higlier grade levels and despite-numerous criticisms

of this study and failures.of atteMpts to replicate it. Others:will

no doutt disagree-, It no longer mattri, because debate about whether

this study really doeS prove that teacher expectations can function

as self,-fulfilling prophecies has been rendered moot by subsequent

events. Despite its historlcal importance, the Oak School experi-

ment is only one of a great many studies of teacher expectation ef-

fects, and most of the criticisms directed specifically to hat

study are irrelevant to the larger issues at hand.

Existence df Self-Fulfilling
Trophedy-Effects ofTdacher Expectations

Scholarly reviews of the literature on teacher expectations have

been published by Finn (1972), Brophy and*Good (1974), West and

Anderson (1976), Dusek (1975), Braun (1976), Persell (1977), Cooper

(1979)., and Good (1980), among others. Taking,into account the in- .

formation available when each review was prepared, the authors show

,-, a remaikable degree ,of agreement not only about the empirical facts

but about their theoietical and practical implications. Yet, there

are differences in definition and interpretation that affect opinions
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/
about the degree to which ordinary teachers' expectations of their

Students Are likely to lUnction as self-fulfilling prophecies.

The Reality of Self-Fulfilling Prophecy Effects-
,

Rosenthal (1976) published a'meta-analysis ot over 300 studies

of expectation effects inthe laboratorr,--the Taorkplace, and the class-

room. He found that 37% of these studies reported results (significant

below the .05 level) consistent with the self-fulfilling prophecy
r

hypothesis. The percentage of positive results from classroom stud-

ies was similar. to (actually slightly bigher than) the overall per-

centage. Most nonsignificant differences also favored the self-ful-

filling prophecy hypothesis, and significant differences in ehe op-

posite direction were below chance levels for the laboratory studies

and nonexistent in tlie classroom studies.

,These data imply that teacher expectations do not always or

automatically- function as self-fulfilling prophecies, but that they

can and often do have such effects. To put it another wa5r, the ex-

istence of a teacher expectation for a particular student's perform-

ance increases the probability that the student's performance will

0

move in the direction expected, and not in the opposite direction.

Detailed reviews of the teacher ekpectation literature by Brophy

and Good (1974) and by Persell (1977) support these findings, as

does a meta-analysis of this literature conducted' by Smith (1980).

The Strength of tho Self-Fulfilling Prophecy Effect in the Classroom

At this point, few if any reviewers or critics of the expecta-

tion effects literature would deny that expectations can and often

do ha.ve self-fulfilling prophecy effects. However, many writers
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who,accept the reality of expectation effects in controlled laboratory

situat.pns or various social settings nevertheless either deny or play

down tiiie notion that teachers' expectations have self-fulfilling pro-

phecy effects on student performance (particularly achievement) in
a

-turalistic classroom settings. In addition; among the majority of

reviewers who do acceptpe notion that teachers' expectationg can

function as self-fulfilling prophecies, there are differences ,of cpin-

ion concerning the generality and strength of the phen6Menon.
4

In part, these differences of opinion hinge on differences in

how expectation dpects should be defined and what kind of evidence

should count as definitive. West and Anderson (1976), for example,

covnt as evidence supportint expectation effects only those studies

in which expectations were induced in teachers (using phony- informa-

tion assigned randomly to individual students) before the teacheis

-had an opportunity to_interact with the students and form

expectations. Studies in which-teachers' naturally formed expecta-

tions were assesse'd after they had become acquadnted W1th their stu-

dents are discounted on the ground that any relationships'ibetween

these expectations and measures of teacher-student interaction or

student outcomes are more likely co representthe effects of student

behavior and achievement on teacher4xpectations than the opposite.

This app a liCto the evidence considerably weakens the case for teach"

er expectati'o h effects in ordinary classrooms, because the strongest

evidence comes from studies in which teachers' naturally formed expect7

1
ations were assessed after they had interacted with therr students,

rather than from studies in which expectations were induced with phony.

4.
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information% 'West and Andersan conclude that teacher expectation ef-

fects on student achievement are probably weak relative to student

achievement effects on teacher expectations in ordinary classroom§.

Yet, this leaVes them in close agreement with Brophy And Good (1974),

who Sctressed the importance of teacher expectatigns but argued (for

reasons similar to those Opressed by Vest and Anderson),that the self-

fulfilling prophecy effects attributable to those expectaiionsare Prob-
.

ably relatively-small (producing perhaps a 5-10% difference in student

achievement) in most dassrooMs.

Dusek (1975) distinguished what he called "bias effects" from what

he called "expectancy effects." By "bias effects,," he meant the same

thing that West and Anderson (1976) defined as expectation effects:

The self-fulfilling prophecy effects of induced expectations (biases)

based on phony, information supplied to teachers. By "expectancy ef-

fects," he meant effects on teacher-student interaction and Student

achievement that result from the expectations that teachers form natur-

alisLcally in.the litoaess--of..,abserving and interacting with their stu-

dents. Dusek concluded that there.was little evidenCi-nggesting wide-

spread bias effects in ordinary classrooms, but.much evidence suggest-

ing,expectancy,effects.

Cooper (197 ) and Cooper and Good (in press) distinguish between

differential teach r treatment of different students that mainiains

existing student differences and differential teacher treatment that

increases or enhances these differences. They argue that the former

teacher behaviors are More accurately construed as responses to dif-

ferential student behavi0 and thus as evidence of student effects on
.
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... ,

teacher behav.ioro than, as self-fulfilling prophecy effects of
... ,

. .

teacher expectatiops.*.The latter term would apply most appropriately

only to those teacher behaviors that involve treating different stu-
,

dents as even more different than they actually are, arld thus creat-

0

ing a press toward making the stizdents become even more different

P

than they actually. are. Like Dusek (1975),-'these'authors conclude
:

that although there is much evidence that teachers typically maintain

rather than compensate for differences in students, there is relative-
,

ly little evidence that teachers routinely enhance existing differences

in ways that would produte sizeafble self-fulfilling prophecy effeCts.

In general, various scholarly reviews agree on the following

points,at least implicitly. First, a great deal of eVidence supports

the notion that expectations can function as self-fulfilling prophe-

cies. Such effects are demonstrated trequently, and are ofteri quite

strong, in experimental situations. Secondly, however, the eviddhce:

for self-fulfilling prophecy effects of teacher expectations on stu-

dent achievement in ordinary classrooms ismucI weaker and more equivo-

cal. It is true that teachers' expectatidns Collected early in the

year predict student achievement at the,end of the year, but these

correlations mostly reflecu accurate teaCher expectations based on

observation of students rather than self-fulfilling prophecy effects.

Similatly, although there are relatiOnships between teacher expecta-

tions, teacher-student interaction, and student achievement, most of

theSe are more accurately construed as student effects on teachers

than as teacher expectation effects on students. Most differential

teacher expectations are accurate and reality-based, 'and most differential

11
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teaclierj.nteraction with students repreaents either'appropriate, pro-
:

active response to differential student need, or at leaSt understand-
,

able reactive response to differential student behavior; Thus, thirdly,

although the potential for_teachers' expectatiOns to fuhction as self-

fulfilling prophecieS always exists, the extent to which they actual-

ly do so in-typical cla§

a 5-10% effedt.

is probably limited, aver'aging perhaps

_Studies employing path analysis or effect size estimate procedures
,

support this conclusion. William§ (Note, 1), Humphreys and Stubbe (1977),

and Crano and Mellon (1978) alI showed soTT evidence of association

between teacher' expectations for studgit achievement and"measured stu-
,

dent achievement adjusted for prior achievement level. Although none

4

4
V

of these studies specifiedtlercentages, Crano and Mellon' (1974)

condluded that linkages between expectations and adjusted achieve-
.,

ment that implied self-fulfilling prophecy 1:ects.of teacher expecta-
.

'tions were small inabsolute size, Certainly a11er. than th'e effects'

of student achieveMent on teachers' expectations. McDonald and Elias

(Note 2) xeported that teachers! expectations accounted for 3-9% of ;4

,

the variance in adjusted achievement scores in various'subsamples of

th teachers they studied. Brattesani,-Weinstein, Midd15apadt, -and

-

Marshall (Note 3) obtained a figure of 7Zin their study. Smith (1980),

in ter meta-analysis of classroom expectation research, reported.teacher

expectation effect sizes of ,69 on <teacher judgment, .30"on teaCher.

behavior, .38 on student achievement, 'and .16 on/student IQ.

These studiesand revieWS Bani together f? iupport the conclu-

1
sion that teacher expectations do have self-fulifilling.prophecy

4
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,effeCts on stadent achievement léveli, but that these effects make only

a 5-10% difference,pn the average. Even this conclusion is not com-

pletely definiave, because of p:oblems in measuring achievement and

change in achievement that introduce ambiguities even when repeated

measures ate available and used4as covariables. The problem is that

tests are samples of student achievement and thuS are subject to sem-
*,

-filing error as well as other soufces of-measurement-error-such as---sit

uational differences in student alertness and motivation. Teachers\

have a much greater base of information upon which to draw in making

predictions about student achievementf and thus ma often have very

good reasons for predicting that certain students will score higher

or lower than their pretest scores indicate. Thus, at least some of

the independent contribution of dacher expectations to the gre-

diction of adjusted achievement test scores must be assigned to ac-

curacy of teacher prediction based on observation of students, and

not to the self-fulfilling prophecy effects of teacher expectations'.

Thus, even the path analysis and effect-size approaches to the

problem .Ae nat.coppletely satisfactory. Implications lia.e include

the probability-that' 'no Ittempt to come up wJth an miambiguoUs aver-
,

age effect size for self-fulfilling prophecy effects will ever be

successful, and that 'the actual average effect size is probably clos-

er io the five percent level than the ten percent level within the

range suggested by Brophy and Good (1974).

These conclusions clearly imply that even ideal teacher educa-

tion related to the topic of teacher expectations will not work'mira-
\

cles in our schodls, but they-do- not -irirply that thi----topic is

13

o:
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unimportant. Even a five percent difference in educational outcomes

is an important difference, the moreso as it is compounded across

school years. Furthermore, the presentation so far has been con-

fined to consideration of the average effect across all teachers of

-,.
-------- - _

expectations concerning student achievement. The story becomes much

more complicated, and the implications for teacher education much more

obvious, when we turn attention to other kinds of expectations and to

differences among teachers in predispositim to expectation effects.

I will address these topics after first setting the stage by consider-

ing normative data that describe the context within which teacher ex-

pectations and teacher-student interaction data should be analyzed.

The Appropriateness of Differential
TeaCher Expectations and

-Teacher-Student Interaction Patterns

Discussions of teacher expectations sometimes imply or even state

,that these expectations are based on dubious inferences from irrele-

vent information or are impervious to input or change. Similarly;'

discussions of differentiak-patterns-uf-teacher-s udent-interacttun-

often imply that equality should be the expected norm, and that any

differential patterns observed are evidence of teacher faloritism of

soMe students and bias against others. These notions9represent in-

valid generalizations from laboiatory experiments to the naturalistic

classroom setting. Studies of ordinary teachers' expectations for and

interactions with their regular students yield a very different picture.

1 4
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The Accuracy and Flexibility of Teachers' Expectations

Expectation formation studies in which subjects are given only

carefully controlled information about, and little or no opportunity

to interact with the "students" (usually fictional) about whom they

ace asked to make predictionstyPically show that expecta ions can be

affected significantly by information about test performance, perform-

7
ance on assignments, track or group placement, classroom conduct,

physical:appearance, race, social class, ethnicity, se::, speech char-

acteristics, and various diagnostic labels see reviews by Braun, 1976;

Brophy & Good, 1974; and Perself, 1977). / Ultimately, this list could

be extended to include any factor th is known or believed to be asso-

ciated with.student achIevement, or indeed any factor likely to induce

a positive or negative halo 1.mage of the student being described.

.However, the fact that experimental subjects working with very limited

information sometimes develop expectations based on inappropriate evi-

dence does not mean that teachers typically do the same.

Studies of inservice teachers' expectations for their actdal stu-
/

dents revea1 that most teacher perceptions of stwients are accurate

----
and based on the 'best avalable information, and that most of

ehe inaccurate ones are corrected when more dependable information be-

comes available (Borko, Cone, Russo, & Shavelson, 1979; Brophy &

Good, 1974; Shavelson, Cadwell, & Izu, 1977; Willis, Note 4). _Teachers

form expectations based on school records (especially test scores) and

on what theY hear about students from other teachers, and they de-

velop their own impressions right from the beginning of the school year.

Most of the information in the school records is accurate and likely

15
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to induce accurate expectations in teachers who read it, and the im-

preSsions that teachers form from interacting with their students,

even in the first few days of the year, are based primarily on their

participation in academic activities and their performance on assign-

ments, and not on physical Or other status characteristics. Teachers'

predictions about student achievement are usually quite accurate* some-

times even more accurate than predictions based on test data.

Severaljmplications follow from this body of data. First, teach-

.

ers' expectations are generally accurate, reality based, and open to

corrective feedback. This limits the degree to which they are likely

to-accept and act upon information supplied by an experimenter who

is trying to mislead them. Furthermore, even those teacherS1 who did

accept such information initially would likely come to discount it

before long, because they would remain open to newer and better in-

formation. This is almost certainly a major reason for the unimpres-

sive results of most attempts to replicate the Oak School experiment

in inservice teachers' classrooms.

That teachers' expectations tend to be accurate, reality basech

--- -
and open to corrective feedback also explains why their self-fulfilling

prophecy effects only make about a 5% difference in student achievement

on the average. Expectations can function as self-fulfilling prophecies

(as opposed to mere accurate predictions) only when they involve sus-
,

tained, systematicover-or under-eg-timates of-gtddebtsactual achieve-

ment potential, Although minor inaccuracies are to be eXpected, few

teachers will sustain grossly inaocurate expectations'for many of

their students in the face of daily feedback that contradicts those

expectations.

16
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Finally, it should be noted that the potential for particular teach-

er expectations to exert self-fulfilling prophecy effects on students

depends not so much. on the degree to which the expectations are initial-

ly accurate or reality based as on the degree to which the expectations

remain open to corrective feedback and thus flexible or adjustable in

view of current events. Self-fulfilling prophecy effects can be ex-

pected when inaccurate expectations are maintained despite evidence

to the contrary, but not when even grossly inaccurate expectations

are quickly corrected. A variation on this point is that even initial-

ly justified eipectations can lead to self-fulfilling prophecy ef-

fects if those expectations are rigidly maintained despite upward or

downward trends in the student's performance levels that shOillUdi-C-

tate a change in those expectations. In any case, the probability of

self-fulfilling prophecy effects depends not only on the existence of

relatively inaccurate teacher expectations, but on the degree to which

,

those inaccurate expecta2tons are rigidly maintained and consistently

projected to the student.

Differential Student -Behavior and Its Effects on Teachers

It is difficult to discriminate appropriate differential.treat-
;

ment of students from biased treatment likely to produce self-fulfil-
,.

ling prophecy effects. Part of the problem is that research on ef-

fective teaching, although an active and growing field, is still in

its infancy (Brophy, 1979), so that even when differential patterns

of teacher-student interaction are documented for high versus low ex-

pectancy groups, the implications (if any) for the achievement pro-

gress of these students are often anknown. Another complicating

.1 7
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factor is that students differ in intelligence, achievement motivation,

classroom conduct, and all of the other cognitive and personality vari-

ables rdlevant to' teaching and learning, and these differences exert

pressures on teatheri and condition their behavior in part. For ex-

ample-, group difference comparisons indicate that, compared to low

_ _
achitvers, "fil-gh adhiiitrs tend to be more attentive to lessons and

engaged in tasks, more likely to volunteer to_answer qu-tstions or

nffer comments, more likely to rdspond correctly when called on and

to complete independent wetk asSielhenta Viithout hdIp, to desire and

expect a businesslike emphasis on teaching and learning academic con-

tent, to cooperate with the teacher's rules and expectations most of

the tiffid, and te Shard a positive or at least neutral relationship

with the teacher rather than a;.relationship marked by conflict or

alienation (Brophy, Evertson, Anderson,*Baum, & Crawford, 1981;

Brophy and Good, 1974; Metz, 1978; Noble and Nolan, 1976;Evertson,

Note 5).

Given that teacher expectations Are largely Accurate, these dif-

ferences typically observed between high and low achieving groups can

also be expected in comparisons of high teacher expectation,groups

with low teacher expectation groups (in effect, the students in the

high expectation groups are the high achievers, and the students in

the low expectation groups are the_low-ad6ievers)-. Consiqiienely,.one

cannot interpret data on differential teacher interaction patterns

with high versus low expectation groups cy starting with the Assumption

that all differences are due to teachers' expectations. Clearly, if

'f

teachers merely react consistently to the student behavior that

1.8
C.
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'confronts them, group statistics, will reveal, that the high expecta-

tion students receive moreresponse-opportunities-(because -they vol-

unteer and call out tore often), have more academic and fewer pro-

tedural or behavioral interactions with the teacher (becauSe they are

oriented more toward acadetic learning, can work rnre independently

without supervision,And e1dot_become.disruptive) eceive_more

praise (because-thfire generally well behaVed and because theY suc,

ceed academically more often), and receive less criticism (because

they_show_leSs _classroom disruption and-academic failure).

These student differences observed between subgroups in hetero

geneous classes bedome magnified when students are tracked- and thus

taught in more homogeneous classes. Higher track classes

more intellectually stimulating And demanding, and lower track classes

more prone to outbreaks of disruption or.hostility (Metz, 1978).

Even studies of the same teachers teaching the same general subject

matter to different classes have reported that the teachers were more

able to concentrate on the academic content,and use more discussion

and other group participation methods of instruction with the high

track classes, whereas in low track classes their attempts. tp sus-

tain group,focus on academic lessons were frequently interrupted by

'0 disruptive behaviof or frustrated ,by low participation or resistance,

so that the teachers felt it necessary to plan shorier and more struc-

tured group activities and to rely more on seatwork assignments (Metz,

1978; Evertson, Note 5)-

The differential pressures chat high versus low expectation (i.e., '

high vs. low achieving) students exert on teachers mean that. highs
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create more public response opportunities and academic interactions

for themielves than lows do, and present their teachers-with more

-

opportunities to praise or reinforce them. Lows, in contrast, pre-

sent their teachers with fewer opportunities to call on them or to

0

reinforce them for academic success, and they force their teachers

to criticize-or discipline them more often-far off-task behavior or
_

disruption. The extent and Intensity of these diffe'rential pressures

will vary with the makeup of the classroom, so it seems unlikely that

any single set of norms can ever,be equally applicable to all class-
_

rooms for use in judging the degree to which the teacher is exacerT
0

bating, merely reacting to, or compensating for existing student dif-
- 0

ferences. It' is clear, however, that some degree of-group difference

along the lines discussed here,_and not equality or lack of group dif-

terence, should be expected, and should be interpreted as evidence of
0

.

student effects on teacher behavior rather than evidence of biased

teacher treatment related to self-fulfilling prophecy effects. Fur-

thermore, to the extent possible, classroom process measures should
4

be adjusted for differences in the frequencies and types of opportuni-

ties that students present to their teachers. Praise following cor-

rect answers, for example, can-be interpreted more meaningfully when

it is expressed as the percent0 age of a given student's correct an-

swers'that*were foilowed-by praise than when.it is expressed merely

as a frequency of such praise that does not take into account the

number of times that 'the student answered correctly and thus presented

the teacher with an opportunity fdt praise.

-
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Situational Constraints on Teacher Behavicir -

In addition to ihe reasons discussed so 2ar, interpretation of

differential patterns of teacher-student interaction is Complicated-

by situational or context factors (Brophy & Eliartson, 1978). Grade

level is-one example. In the upper elementary grades and the second-
.

ary grades, most teachers use_a whole-class, public presentation/

recitation/discussion method, and thq emphasis is on teaching and

learning the content. Individualized dyadic interactions with in-

dividual students are infrequent, except when the teacher calls on

a student to contribute to a, recitation or discussion. Probably be-
,

cause of the public setting, teacher praise and criticism of students

is infrequent, as is interaction for social or personal rather than

academic reaSons. Consequently, most group-differnces will be quagti-

tative--differences in the sheer frequency of contribution to class

activities and interactions with the teacher (Brophy et al., 1981;

Brophy & Good, 1974).

In the early grades, however, teachers spend a lot of time develop-

ing personal relationships with their students and socializing them to

the role of Pupil in addition to teaching them academic content. Fur-

thermórd, there is much Use of small group instruction, almost univer-

sallyfor reading and often for other subjects as-well. High achievers

dominate whole-class interactions, as in the higher grades, but teach-

-ers have a greater opportunity to compensate for this quantative dif-

ference in student participatioh by interattIng With,loT4 achievers

4

more often in small group and indiviaualized Settings, and most of

them do sO. Conseiuently, there may b few if any differences in

lb



total contacts with -the teacher, although breakdowns-will reveal that

_more of the high achiever-a' interactions with the teacher occur in

public, large greup-settings,'And that more of them are initiated by

the student rather than the teacher. Itianx case, the most striking

differences-in patterns of interaction with high and low achievers

in these early grades are often in qualitative rather than quantita-

tiVe measures. High achlevera (and thus, high expectation-students)

may not interact with the teacher more often than low achievers, but '

when they do, they may be treated with more warmth, support, encour-

--agement, or_respect.

Group size and pacing factors_are also relevant. Teachers who

are conducsing lessons with.the whole class have to keep things mov-
.

ing along at a good.pace, or they will soon find themselyes aefeated

054, by problems of inattention and disruption (Kounin, 1970). thus, in

this setting it is more,difficult for the teacher to wait patiently

for a response or take time to reteach a confused individual than it

in small group or individualized settings. Consequently, although

data collected in whole class settings often give the impression of

teacher favoritism of high expectation over low expectation students,

data takenLin,small group settings often show few differences ox even

indications of teacher attempts to work more intensively with low'

expectation students (Alpert, 1974; WeiAstein, 1976).

Time of yearais another important factor. Early in the year, ex-

pectations are held loosely and teachers allocate extra time to low

achievers in ,an attempt tO Weep the whole class or group together.

As time goes on, however, teachers may become discouraged when their

22
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-best efforts with certain students consistently fail. Furthertore,

as time-begins to tun out, felt presSures to get Ehrough the curricu-

lum will increaSe, leading to stepped up pacing and more concentration

on high tha n low achievers (Lundgren, 1972; Good, Cooper, & Blakey,-

1980). Thus, data taken early in the year are likely to.suggest teach-
0

er attempts to compensate-forexistingstudent differences-v.-whereas

data taken late in the year are more likely to suggest self-fulfilling

prophecy effects of teacher expectations (Brophy .51:Good, 1974; Persell,

1977).

The nature of the content being taught is also relevant. With

tasks of familiar content and.predittable difficulty_level, both teach-

ers and students will be able to Araw ion a,rich backlog of relevant

experience to form accurate expectations, so that self-fulfilling pro-

phecy effects are unlikely. However, when new, content or skills are

1:eing introduced (Braun, 1976)d, and especially when students are de-

pendent on the teacher rather than out-of7schooi experiences or their

omn independent iearning efforts to master the new content or skills

(West & Anderson, 1976), thete is much greater opportuni for self-
.

fulfilling Orophecy.effects tO_occukt

In summary, then, situational or context factors affect the degree

to which teachers are likely to be oiiented toward, or presented with

opportunities for, differentiating in their interactions with differ-

s.

ent students. These factors affee&both the likelihood.of kich dif-

ferentiation and the form that the differentiation will take if it

does occur. Only a portion of such differentiation will be due to '

teachers' expectations exerting self-fulfilling prophecy effects.
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The Mediation of Self-Fulfilling Prophecies

in the Classroom

Much of the teach'er expectation research of the late 1960's and

ea.:ly 1970's was concentrated on the issue of whether 0;, not such ex-

pectations function a's self-fufling prnrhecies. However, a second

majot-Tine 6f-researcu 1.11-a-§ Be-gUfi-BY-Mhvesfigatots whbéfêãIfèidf

convinced that the effect was real but who wanted to gather more inform-

ation aboutjlow the effect was mediated.

_
Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) did not address this iSsue directly-,

but Beez (1968)1:ad included observational data in his study of tutors

working-with Heaastart children, and shown that tutors with
t
high ex-

°

pectations attempted to teach more words to their children than did

tutors with low expectations. This was one of several demonstrations

,that teacher expectations can have'direct effects on student leaining

by affecting student opportunity to learn: Differences in expectations

4
lead tOdifferences in what is taught, whi0 in turn lead to differences

in what is ultimately learned.

Brophy and-Goo4(1970b) hypothesized that teacher expecta4ons could

also affect student outcomes indirectly by leading tO differential teacher

veatment of students that would condition student.attitudes, expecta-

tions, and behavior. They initiated a series Of studies linking teach-

ers' naturalistic expectations for different students to differential

- patterns of teacher-student inteiaction in the classroom, guided by the

followirig, model:

1. Early.in the year, teachers form differential expectations for

student performance,
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2. Consistent with these differential ekpectationS, teachers

before differentlytoward different students.

3. This clIfferential, teacher behavior communicate§ to each

individual student'Somethinuabout how he or She iS ex-

pected to behave in the classroom and15erformon academic

tasks. ,

4. If teacher treatment is consistent over time, and If students

do not actively resist_orchange_it, it will likely affect

student-self-concept, achievement motiVation, level of aspfi,

ation, oldssroom conduct, and interactions with the teachen

5. These effects generally will complement and reinforce the

teacher's expectations, so that students will conform to

these expectations more than they might have otherwise.

6. Ultimately, this 'will make a difference in student achievement

and other ,outcOmes, indicating that teacher,expectations can

function-As-sel4fulfilling prophecies.

The Brophy and Good (1970b) study reveale& several differences in dy-

adic teacher-irstudent.,interaction patterns between high and low expecte-

tionr groups. Many of' theSe were differenc4of the Alnd discussed above

as more likely to represent student effects on teachers.than teach-

er expectation effects on students: High expectation student§ raised

their handS ta Volunteer to answer questions tore often, initiated more

interactions with the teachers gave correct answers more often, had

o 4
fewer probledS in 'reading during reading groups, were criticized for mis-

behavior less oftep, and received more yaie and less criticism generally.

In addition, however, thtre were severLi. differences in teacher treatment

af high versus-Iow expectation students that did not seem explainable as

student effects on the teachers. First, differences in'teacher praise

and criticism of students appeared nbt only in frequency measures but

also in percentage measures adjusted for student performance. Even

though they succeeded-much more often and failed less often, high ex-

pectation students were more likely than low. expectation students to be

2,5

a
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/
'praided when they did succeed (pgrcentage of success responses followed

,

'by praise),"and'less likely to be 8riticized'when they failed.(percentage

of failures followed by triticism). Another difference was in teacr
0

failure to give specific feedback as to the correctness of student responses.

Teachers failed to provide such feedback to High expectation students

- only about 37. Of-the_time, bui failed.to give feedback to low expecta-
c=,

tion students almost 15% of the time. Finally, there were differences

in teachers' tendencies to seek an improved response-when students hesi-
:/

taied;duting reading, failed to answer a question, or answered incorreotly.
0

Coffig&tEa.to their behavior with low expectation stuaents, the teachers

were more likely to repeat the question; give a clue, ot simplify through
4 0

6 rephrasing when working with highexpectation students, and were less
. c

N

likely to give up'by providing the answer or calling on someone else.

Such differential teacher treatment of students would likely increase,

and not merely maintain, existing student differences, thus producing,

self=4U1filling prophecy effects of teachet expectations on student achieve-

ment.

Differential Treatment 'of Individual Students
in the-Same Group or Class ,

Other-research focused on differences in dyadic teacher-student in-

teractioh Tevealed a variety of potential mediators of teacher expects-

'lion effects Rosenthal (1974), reviewing research done uR o that tine,

identified four relevant factors. Focusing on positiye expectation ef-

fects, Rosenthal hypothesized that teachers will maximize student achieve-

ment if they:
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1. create particularly warm socfal-eMotiOnal relationships

with fileir students (climate);

2, give them-mdre feedback about their performance .(feedback);

, 3. teach them more .(and more difficult) material (input); and

-4. give them more oppbrtunities to respond and to ask questions

(output),
A .

,
This-four-factor model- bring§ together many of the findings con--

,

cerning mediation of expectation effectS, Ind probably is sufficient

9
i

tor purposes of developing relevant social psychological theory. Educa-

tors, however, can benefit from a longer and more specific list of pOten-
, . .

. ,

tial mediaqon Mamas= tor use in educating and training teachers.
"4 , .- -

.

Furthermore, because of,a particular concern about'low -expectatidn-g-EP1

dens, and,because the research sliggests that, unfOrtunately, teacherS-
,

ire more likely to.be affected by information leading to negative eXpecta-

dons than information leading to positive expictations (Mason, 1973;

:

Persell, 1977; Seayer, 1973) there is. aneeci for partipularfocus Oh how
1 ,

low axpectations can cause teachers to limit students' progress. Brophy

and Good (1974, pp. 330.7333) listed the following as mechanisms through

which teachers might.min,imize the learning progress of low expectation

students (lows). :Ma-list/was originally compiled on the basis of re-
4

seardh published through 1973, but more recent references are given,

As well.

1.

-

2. Give lows the anawer or call on ii-OMEdhe else rather-than_

trying to.i4rova their response through repeating the ques-

tion, pr/viding clues, or asking a new question (Brophy &

Good, 19701,-; Jeter &-DaVis, Näte.6).

3. Inappropriate reinforcement: rewarding inappropriate be-

havior or incorrect answers by lows ,(Kleinfeld, 1975; Rowe,
1974$Weinste1n, 1076; Amato, Note 7; Fernandez, Espinosa,

Dórnbusch,-NOte,8; Taylor, Note 9).

Wait leas time for lows to answer (Allington, 1980; Rowe,

1974;jayldr, 1979).
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4. Criticizing lOws-More often for failure (Babad, Inbar &

0 Rosentha, in press; Brophy. 61.Good, 1970b; Cqoper4 Baron,

1977; Good.et al., 1980; Good, Sikes_& Brophy, 1973; Rowe,

1974; Smith & Luginbuhl, 1976;, Jones Note-10; Medinnus &

-Unruh, Note 11).

kr

5. Praising lows less frequently than highs for success (Babad

et al., in_press; Brophy & GLd, 1970b; Cooper & Baron,

1977; Firestone_& Brody, 1975; Good et al., 1980; Good

et al., 1973; Martinek & Johneoh-,--1979; Page, 19714 Rejeski,

Darracott,& Hutslar, 1979; Medinus & Unruh, -Note il;

Spector, Note 12).

, Failure tO give feedback to the public responses of lows

(Brophy & Good, 1970b; Good et ai., 1973; Jeter & Davis,

-Note 6; Willis, 1270).
z

7. Generally paying less attention to lows or interacting with

them-less frequently (Adams4 Cohen; 1974; Blakey, 1970;

Kester & Letchworth, 1972;,-Page, 1971; Rist, 1970; Rubovits

& Maehr, 1471; Given 1974).

8. Calling on lows less often tO respondto question (Rubovits &
Maehr, 1971; Davis & Levine, Note 13; Mendoza, Good & Brophy,

Note 14)..

9. 16eating lowe farther away from the teacher, (Risi, 1970).

ro. Demanding less froth lows. this shows up in 4"4vgriety of ways.

Beez ,(1468) not only found that,tutors with hlgh expectations

_attempted to teaehmore words to their studente than teachers
with low'expe4ations did, but that they taught wiEemore
rapid pacing and:less extended explanation and.repetielon
of defihitions and examples. The stuaies of inaPpropriate
xeinforcement mentioned-above indicate that teachers may

aCcept loW quality or even incorrect.responses from low-
expectation students. Several studies found that teachers

are tiore likely to attempt to improve s_poor response from

a high ekpeCtation student than from a low exPectation sPU-

dent. In addition, Evettson, Brophy, and Good (Note"15)

found that when they did attempt to improVe responses,
te&Chers were more likely to simply "repeat the question to
high-expectation students but to give help or clues to low-

expectation students. Other differences fitting in this

category are'discussed in the-following section on
aifferentialtratment of groups and classes..

11. General differences in type and initiation-of individualized
interactions with.students: Teachers interact with low
expectation studeats more privately than publicly, and monitor
and structure their activities more closely (Brophy & Good,

iw 1974 discuse these differences in detail).

C.
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Teachers may also impede the learning progress of low-expectation

,students In the followint ways, which were omitted from the Brophy and

Good (1974> list br were-identified since that list was compiled:

12. Differential administration or grading of tests or assign-
ments, in which high- but not low-expectation students are
given the benefit;of the doubt in borderline cases (Finn,
1972; Cahen,Ate-16; Ileapy & Seiss, Note 17).

13. LesS friendly interaction with low-eItpectation students,
including less smiling and_ other non-verbal inditators of
support (Babad, et al., in press; Chaikin, Siglef, & Der-
lags, 1974; Kester & Letchworth, 1972; Meichenbaumf Bowers,
& Ross, 1969; Page, 1971; Smith it Luginbuhl, 1976).

14. Briefer and 1E3S informative feedback to the questions of
low-expectation students (Cooper, 1979; Cornbleth, Davis,
& Button, Note 18).

15. Not only less smiling and non-verbal warmth, but less eye
contact and non-verbal communication of attention and re-
sponsiveness (forward lean, positive head nodding) in inter-
action with lows (Chaikin et al., 1974).

16. Less intrusive instruction of lows/more_opportunity for them
to practice independently (Anderson & Rosenthal, 1968; Beez,
1968; Allingtob, 1980; Brophy, et al., 1981). 0

17. Less use of effective but time consuming instructional meth-
ods with lows when time is limited (Swann & Snyder, 1980).

Differgntial Treatmeat of intact Groups or classes

411,

The research discussed F.u) far, and in fat most of the research on

teacher expectations that has been completed so far, has concentrated on

teachers' differential'expectations for and interactions with students

in the same group or class. , Rosenthal and Jactbson (1968) established

this as,a pattern In,experimental studies, and Brophy and Good's (1970a)

development of a system for coding dyadic teacher-student interaction

influenced the approach taken in much of the naturalistic classroom ,

research. Yet, teachers' aifferential expectations for individual

29
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students within_the same groUp or class are but variations around the

norms established.by their expectations'fouthe group or class as a

-whole. The potential for self-fulfillfng prophecy effects is probably

at least as great for these more general expectations as it is for

expectations regarding ipecific individual students.

Research on teacher effectivene§s- (Brophy & Evertgon, 1976;

McDonald -& Elias, Note 2) and on school,effectiVeness (BrookoVer, Beady,

Flood, Schweitzer, & Wisenbaker, 1979; Edmonds, 1979; Rutter,-Maughen,

)fortimore, Ouston, & Smith, 1979) both indicate that higher expecta-

tions for student achievement are part of a pattern of differential

attitudes, beliefs,-and behaviors that characterize teachers and schools
.

who-are successful in maximizing their students' learning gains.
;

Brookover et al. (1979), _for example, found that in effective schools

the teachers not only held higher expectations but acted on them by

setting goals expressed as minimally acceptable levels of achieveMent

(floor levels), and ncit

arbitrary ceiling levels bexond which fhe students would not be

by using prior achievement data to establish

expected to progress. TeaChers with higher expectations responded to

failure as a -Challengei reiluiringflle-students to redo faiJ.ed work

-(with individualized help-tebin 'ihe teachers as needed) rather ihan.,

-

writing the students off or referring them to remedfai classes. They

responded to mistakes and response failures with appropriate feedback

and reinstruction rather ttlan lowering of standards or inappropriate

praise.

Other research on differential treatment of intact groups and, ,

classes also suggests potential mediators of expectation effects.

Reading group research'indicates that teachers tend to give longer
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reading assignments.(Pflaum, Pascarella, Boswick, & Auer, 1980) and to

be generally more demanding (Haskett; 1968) with their high groups than

their low groups. They are quicker to interrupt low-group students when

they make a mistake in their reading (Allington, 1980) and more likely

to simply give the low-group students the word or prompt them with

graphemic (phonetic) cues rather than semantic or syntactic cues designed

to'help them intuit the word from the context (Allington, 1980; Pflaum,

et al., 1980).

In addition to such studies of differential treatment of groups

within the saTe class, more research is beginning to accumulato on

differential teacher treatment of different intact classes, especially

classes that differ in student achievement level due to tracking systems

in the schools._ Evertson (gote 5) identified several wayi in which the

behavior of the students slowed down academic pacing and she-Ea-time

allocation from academic to procedural or behavioral matters in lowi

track classrooms. In the process, however, she also noted differences

1,riteachetbehavior between high- and low-track classrooms that suggest

teacher expectation effects rather than student effects on the teachers.

Compared to their behavior-in higher

were observed to be less'clear about

material less clearly or -completely,

the content tokstudent ir,terests and

track classrooms, many teachers

their objectives, to introduce

to make less pt to relate

backgrounds, to be less

reasonable in their work standards, to be less consistent in their

discipline, and to be less receptive to student input in low-track'

classes.

a
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In general, reviews Of tracking suggest that it tends io have

huinor benefits tor high=track atudents but major disadvantages for

students placed-into low tracks- (Persell, 1977). Despite ideology in-

dicating_that atudents should-move back and forth between tracks as

individual needs dictate, there is usually remarkably little moveMent

between-tracks onde students-have been assigned, and Most ofthe move-

meilt that does-occur tends to be downward-movement (see reviews-by

_Brophy &pOod, 1974, and Persell, 1977).

Teachers tend to plan and implement more independent projects and

"to intrOduce more high level or integrative concepts with high

track classes-(Heathers, 1969)-, but to stressmore structured assign-

menta dealing with baSic facts and skills in the low track classes

(Borko, Shavelson, & Stern, 1981). In addition, teachers appear to

,-plan more thoroughly for high track classes, wanting to be prepared for

the academic challenges these classes-present. In contrast, they may

be much less well prepared,for low track classes, where they are much

more likely to spend time correcting papers or to allow students to do

activities of their owl choosing rather than to spend the time teach=

ing academic content (Brookover et al., 1979; Keddie, 1971; Leacock,

1969; Rosenbaum, 1976).

In addition to these differenceS documented in systematic research,

the more,general literature.on tracking, educational equity, and related

issues suggests a variety of other ways in which elOectations may lead

to differential,treatment -producing selffulfilling prophecy effects:

testing and diagnostic labeling practices, special education placement

;
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and instructional practices, counseling practices relating'to information

and advice given about later educational of occupational opportunities,

degree to which traCked students have opportunities to interact with

students from other tracks or, to be instructed in heterogeneous groupings,

frequency of contact with parents and responsiveness to their concerns.

;he opportunities for undesirable self-fulfilling prophecy effects

on;:the achievement of low_expectation students are maximized when these

students spend all- of their time segregated into separate classes or

(through de facto segregation) separate schooli. Under these -cOn-
.

ditions, such students will_not even have the- opportunitY to-fincl-out-

about what they are missing, and low expectationsare more likely to be-

come entrenChed norma that channel teacher and student behavior without

,ever beingseriously questioned. Imany case, differential teacher treat-
_

ment of intact groups and classes may well be a much raore- widespread-and

powerful mediator of self-fulfilling prophecy effects on student achieve-
.

ment than differential,teacher treatment Rf individual students within

the same group or class, even though it has received less attention in

the expectation literature. A simple but instructive example of how power-

ful-such effects can be is seen in the cross-cultural study by Pidgeon

(197(i), who found that British fourth graders learned considerably

more mathemitics than comparable American fourth graders simply because

of differences in the expectations of curriculum developers in the two

nations. That is, the British students learned more because they were

taught mote, due to differences in the content covered and expected .pac-

ingbuilt into the curricula they were using._

33
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Conclusions and Cautions
About Mediation-Of ,Expectation_Effects

-
The findings_reviewed in.this section make it clear that teachers

sometimes differentially interact with individual students, groups, or

classes in ways that seem likely to maximize the.achievement progress

of high expectation Students but limit the,progress of low expectation

students. To the extent that this occurs in the behavior of a given

teacher, that teacher's expectations for student achievement are likely

to function as self-fulfilling prophecies. Several qualifications and

complications must be kept in mind in drawing implications from this

-donclusion, however.

First, although-the forms of differential treatment listed above

haVe been documented in at least one study, they do not occur in all

teachers' classrooms. As noted previously, the potential for self-ful-

filling prophecy effects of teacher expectations for a given student

depend on the degree to which the teacher consistently projects relative-

,ly inaccurate expectations to the student. Teachers differ considerably

in whether and how they do this, and consequently in the degree and nature

of expectation effects they have on their students (see next section).

Secondly, most teacher expectation effects are mediated not only

by teacher behavior but by student reaction to that behavior, as Brophy

and Good (1970b)noted in their original model. Just as teachers differ

in their projection of expectations, students differ in their suscepti-

bility to being conditioned by these expectations '.(see later section).

Third,,despite appearances to the contrary, it is possible that

yf.
many of the differential teacher-student interaction patterns discussed

in this section represent student effects on teachers rather than teacher

34
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,

expectation effects on students, at least in part. Some low expectation

students-are so behind in achievement and so unresponsive to or alien-
,:

ated from their teacher& that_sustained determination and'perhaps extra-
.

ordinary efforts may be required to,involve them-in academic activities

_inway&_comparable to the involveMent of higherachieving and more coMpli-f

ant students. Thus, the absence of group-differences or even a pattern

,of small differentes seemingly favoring the high expectation students

may actually represent considerable teacher effort to compensate for stu-
-

,n
Tent differences,i and not merely the absence of clear bias-against low

eXpectation stddents.

Finallyit_shOuld_be-noted that some of these forms of differential

treatMent May be apP2ropriate. Just as wecannot assume that all differ-

ential patterns represent teacher effects on students rather than vice

versa, we cannot assume that even those differences that do represent

teacher effects on students necessarily represent inappropriate favorit-

ism of high expectation students or bias against low expectation students.

For example, both experimental work on aptitude-treatment interactions

(Tobias, 1970 and classroom process-product correlational studies

(Brophy & Evertson, 1976; Ebmeier & Good, 1979) indicate that low achiev-

er& seein -to require, and to learn relatively more when provided with,

more structured and redundant instruction in basic concepts and skills.

Thus, even though this approach to instruction means that they will be

exposed to less content than high achievers will, low Achievers will

nevertheless retain more content when taught with this approach which

is effective with them than they would retain if aught with approaches

more effective for high achievers. Similarly, within a given grade level,
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slower readers-may profit riore ftoM frequent teacher interruptions to

cue them to graphemic features Of words and work.on their word attack

skills than-they would from being-allowed More opportunitY to -notice

and correct their own errors or to intuit words from context cues.

Given that xesearch on effective teaching coMplicates the inter-

pretation of even seemingly obvious relationships between the amount

of content to which'students are exposed and the amount that they re-

tail, it will not be surprising that interpretation becomes even murkier

when attention is shifted to teacher behaviors believed to mediate self-

fulfilling prophecy effects through indirect effects on student attitudes,

beliefs, and expectations. Teacher praise, for example, is often treated

as if it were ali,important determinant of student learning, 'but reviews

of teacher effectiveness research (Brophy, 1979; Good, 1979) indicate

that it usually does not even correlate significantly with learning

outcomes, and that when it does, it sometimes correlates negatively. The

same is true of the cognitive level of quesxions that teachers ask stu-

dents.

Ultimately, teacher effectiveness research will have to make a great

deal mare progress in deVeloping a knowledge base about linkages between
'

a
teacher behavior and student learning before teacher expectation research-

:

ers will be able to interpret differential patterns of teachet-student

interaction unambiguously. In the meantime, it behooves Us all-to aVOid

jumping to- the conclusion that all observed differendes in petterns of

interaction with high- versus low-eXpectation students are undesirabledif-

ferences,and to recognize that many teachers not only-are not biased
\

against low expePtation students but are systematically compensating for

4-
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the problematic behavior of ehese students and maximizing their achieve-

ment through appropriatebir individualized instruction..

-1

The-Aole of Individual
_Differences imTeá-Lhers

Brophy and Good 1(1970. noted that, although their studies on teach-

er expectationshad produced varied outcomes, each contained some indi-

vidual teachers who conformed to predictions based on the self-fulfilling

prophecy hypothesis, and some who did-not. they concluded that suscep-

tibility toteacher expectation effects is itself an individual difference

variable in teachers, And speculated that it may be associated with gen-

eral intelligence, role-Aellnition (degree to-which the teacher assumes

personal reaponsibility for student learning) and various coping and

defense mechanisms. -
Based on hypotheSized teacher responses to Students' prior records

and present behavior, Brophy and Good characterized teachers as pro-

active, reactive, or overreactive. Proactive teachers are guided by

their own beliefs about what is reasonable or appropriate in setting

goals- for the class as a whole and for individual students. If they

are experienced and perceptive enough to set realistic goals, and skilled

enough to overcome frustrations or obstacles, they are likely to move

students systematically toward fulfilling the expectations associated

with,these goals. This would have variable outcomes depending on the

teachers' beliefs about teaching and learning (see below),but in any

case it is these proactive teachers who are most likely to have posi-

tive expectation effects on their students, especially.low achievers.

At the other extreme are overreattive teachers who develop rigid,



stereotyp d perceptions of their students based on thair prior records

oi on first impressions of iheir behavior early in the.year. This leads

to goal setting and interactions in which the students are treated as
_ .

stereotypes rather than individuals, and.is almost certain to lead to

undesirable expectation effects on low achievers. Effects on high
4 10

achievers would vary, depending on teachers' beliefs about teaching

and learning (see below) and their skills in instructing those students

for whom they have high expectations.
,.:.

__

Brophy and Good (1974) hypothesized 'llai most teachers are reactive,1

._ _
, .

. 0 .

neither consistently striving to mold students to conform to expects-

tions that they (the teachers) project on them, nor consistently treat-

ing the students as if they were exaggerated stereotypes of their own

previous records. 'Instead, reactive teachers hold- theit expectations

more lightly, adiusting them to take note of new feedback and emerging

trends. Because of the flexibility of their expectations, these reac-

'tive teachers will have Tew if any self-fulfilling prophecy effects on

-their students (in fact, in their classrooms, linkages between teacher

expettations and student behavior will represent student effects on

teacher expectations, and not vice versa). For the-mOst part, reactive'

teachers will merely maintain existing differen8is- Ietween high and low

achieving student -c.f. Cooper, 1979)., although thes ,differences will

increase to some minor degree because of differential ctivities of`

the stmdents themselves for which the teachers do not co pensate.

Much of the research on teacher expectationS done in the last ten

years supports_and elaborates on Brophy and Good's speculat ons abque

teacher individual differences. 'First, it haa become clear hat

38
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.differential treatment of.highrversus lowexpectation"studentS can be pre-
.

dicted in advance., guith,end Luginbuhl (l9.76), working with psychology

students-acting as teachers of .other students deacribed to them_as either

bright or dull, responded differentially depending on whether ;or mit they

had been alerted to the possibility of expectation effects. -Subjects who'

had not been so alerted directed more qualitative feedback to the "bright"

students (suggesting a Pelf-f lfilling prophecy effect), but sUbjects

who were made aware of expectation effects directed more qualitative feed-

0

hack to the "'dull" students (suggesting an atteipt to compehsate for stu-

dent diffeences)-.,. This suggests that simply making teachers More aware

1

.

of expect tion effects may induce them to assue more responsibility for

the achi ement of low expectation stvdents in theii classrooms.

'Ba1,bad et al., (in- press) studied the instructional be-

haviors nd effects of "high bias" and "no bias" physical education stu-
,

dent te chers. Bias classifitations were based on responses to an earlier

,task in olving grading drawklgs allegedly made by students from families

of contjrasting social status background. The "no bias" student teadhers

were n t influenced by social status information in grading the draw-

%
ings, but the "high bias" student teachers assigned notably higher scores

to the drawings allegedly' produced by high status students. These stu-

dent teachers were then observed conducting physical education-classes

with pupils whom'they had iieviouslY reted fordegree of Physicalskill..

Most measures of teacher-student interaction and student perform--

ance from this study showed both a main effect for teacher expectations

and an interaction between teacher expectations and teacher bias classi-

fication. That is, although the high expectation students generally

39
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shared more favorable-interactions with their teachers and achieved high-

-er scores,on performance meaSutés thin the low expectation students did,

these differenCes were muCh more exagge4 rated in the classes Of the "high

bias" student teactas than- in the clasées-of the "nO bias" student teach-

ers., The "no bias" student teacherkapparently.made.accurate predictions

about differential student performance and were.differeritially affected

to some degree by diTferentfal-student behavior durinkZe classes, but

unlike the "high bias" student teachers, they did not exaggerate, these

existing_student differences through self-fulfilling prophecy affects

of expectations mediated 'through preferential treatment.
t

Brattesani et al. (Note 3 ) report similar findings for inservice"

classroom teachers differentiated acdording to their students' pep;ctp-
,

z

tions. "High differentiation" teachers are perceived by thz eir'students

as communicating higher expectations ind allowing more .4portulatieS to

participate and more choice of tasks to Iiigh achi' eVeri, while being mom
-/

directive, restrictive, and negative in their treatment of.low achievers.

"Low differentiation" teachers were not perceived by their students to

treat high and loc7 achieving students so differently. The possibility

of self-fulfilling vrophecy effects on student achievement in phase

c
classrooms was investigated by examining the relationship between teach-

S.

er expectations (teacher rankings of students on expected performance,

collected earlier in the year) and measures of itudent achievement at

the and of the year adjusted.for student achievement at the end of the

* prior year. These-analyses indicated that teacher expectations added

only about 3% to the variance in year-end achievement accounted for b)4

prior achievement in the classes of the "low differentiating" teachera,-

40
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but added about 15% in the classes of the "high differentiating" teachers.

Again, we see that self7fulfilling..prophecy effects are minimal in some

classe but substantial in others

It is clear At this point that the nature and degree of.teacher ex-

pectation effect8_ZikeZy to be observed in a particiular classroom wiZZ

vary with the teacher's personal characteristics and beliefs about. teach-

ing and learning. We ate only beginning to understand what Someof these

.important characteristics and beliefs are, and how they interact to pro-
,.

_

duce ptedictable outcomes.

Teachers' Personal Chdacteristics

Along teacher characteristics-likely to affect the:nature of expecta-

tion effects observable in a classroom, the following have already been ..

--mentioned: 414---the-.--teaeherJs-role-definition4degree-to-which the teach..,-

er is- willlng to assume personal responsibility for studentlearning;

(2) the rigidity versus flexibility of teacher expetations; and (3) the

degree to which exiiectations about individual students aA-1-Saliene and

taken into account in planning and delivering instruction (versus held,

lightly and adiusted in response to-current student behavior). Other
. ;

. potential candidates include general intelligence, cognitive ccmplexity,

.

1ocuS of control, sens6 of efficacy,-causal attribution patterns,f6ogni-

tive style, tolerance fo4.ambiguity, and various coptng and deferese mech-
. - /

anisms. To date there has not been.much research bonducted on
1

Le role of

these personal characteristics in mediating teacher expectation effects,

and like other research involving measurement of personal, characteristics,

much of what there is is difficult to interpret.

Babad et al. (in press) found no differencei between



"high bias" and "no bias" student teachers on a variety of self report

measures: educational ideology, dogmatism, political views,,defensive-

ness, locus of control, extroVersion, impulsiveness, or performance on

--inembedded figures test. At first, this Seems to rule out most cog-

,. nitivestyleand-personality mariables. Furthermore, the "high bias"

subjects descrtbed- themselves as more ratiOnal, objective, and reason-

able, and as less emotionally extreme than the "no bias" subjects.

ever, qualitative analysiS of the self report data indicated that the

"high bias" subjects save more,extreme regponses and showed frequent

indicators of conventionalism, rigidity, andintolerance of ambiguity,
_

all of which are interpreted as aspects of authotitarianism or dogmatism.

Furthermore, the "high bias" teachers wrote more dogmatic statements

and showed more concern about auffority and failure issues in responding

.

,

to hypothetical cAassroom events;.and were described by observers and,
,-.. ..,

supervisors as more autocratic, rigid, distant, impulsive, and preferen-
ff

dal, and as less trusEing, in their classroom behavior. In summary,

then,few differences be,feen "high bias" and "no_ bias" student Ceachers-

were picked up-by heavily structqred and objectively scored personality

- inventories and self report measures, but many such differences were

-revealed in open-ended interviews and classroom observations.

It is worth noting not only that it was the "high bias"-student

teachers who produced most of the self-fulfilling prophecy effects

found in.the study,by Babad et al: (in press),but that

most of these were what the authors call "Golem" effects (undesirable,

negative effects indicating that low expectations retarded achieve-

ment) rather than "Galateal' effects (desirable, positive effects
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indicating. that high expectations enhance&achievement). Furthermore,

the data on classroom observations from this siUdy suggest, at least

implicitly, that the exaggeration of student differences seen in th

classrooms of the "high bias" student teachers was due more to mediocre

instruction of high achievers and poor or inappropriate instruction of

low achievers than to optimal instruction of high achievers and

mediocre instruction of low ac:bievers. Similar conclusions can be drawn

from the data, on "high differentiators" and "low differentiators" studied

by Brattesani, et al. (Note. 3 ).,.from Palardy's (1969) study of teach-

drs who did.or did nvt expect sex differences in reading achievement,

,from Seaver's (1973) study of the fate,of younger siblings whose older

siblings had been taught by the same teacher, and, indeed, from most

f the research reviewed Brophy and Good (1974) and Persell (1977)-

In practiceethen, it appears that most expectation _effects observed in

classrooms are Golem effects rather than the Galatea effects pro -

7
duced in Rosenthal and Jacobson's (1968) original experiment, and are

I/

produced by teachers variously labeled as "overreactive" (Brophy a Good,

1974), ,"dognatic" or "high bias" (Babad et al.,in press),

or "high differentiating" (lrattesani, et al., Note 3).

cooper (1979) Was hypothesized that teachers' potential for expect-

ation effects will depend -in-part oh-their_nc.Pdq_fox control (more speci-.

fically, their fear Uf loss of control) Olen interacting with their stu-

dents . He reviews research indicating that teachers perceive themselves

as more able to predict and control student behavior: (1) when dealing

with high expectation students rather than low expectation stUdents,

(2) when interacting in private rather than in public, and(3) when they

(the teacners) initiate the interaction rather than the student. To the
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extent that teachers fear loss of control;they will be especially anxi-

ous to avoid public interactions with low expectation students, and most

especially public interactions that these stbdents initiate themselves.

If so, they are likely to inhibitinitiations of interaction by these

students in public settings, and instead, to seek these students out id

p ivate settings. Iri public settings, such teacherS may call on low

---i
expectation students less often, ignore or refuse their attempts to initi-

ate questions oecomments,.and in general treat them with less warmth

and encouragement. They.may even withhold prai6e for accomplishments and

at the same time be-hypercritical of misconduct or failure.
..

. Consistent behavior of this kind should enhancethe achievement of

high expectation students and (especially) depress'that of low expect-

to differences in oPportunity to participate and.

in the affective climate provided by the teacher. In addition, Cooper

(1979) notes an additional, more subtle, mechanism: In.public settings,

teachers' feedback to high expectation students should be determined all

most entirely by the quality of their performance, but their feedback

to low expectationstudents should often be determined instead by desires

terminate interaction with such students or inhibit future initia-
\

tiong by them. To the extent that this occurs, the feedback receiiked

by low expectation students will be less consistently contingent upon

their performance. Other research reviewed by Cooper suggests that,,

such inconsistent feedback induces tendencies to attribute outcomes to

external and uncontrollable factors (Weiner, 1979), which in turn re-

duce students' sense of personal efficacy, level of achievement motiv-

ation, and ultimately, achievement itself. These kinds of self-fulfilling

44
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prophecy effects of teacher-expectations might be expected to occur

most often in the classroons of student teachers who are preoccupied

with survival issues or inservice teachers who are ineffective class-
,

room managers. and must Struggle to- "keep the lid on." Even in general-

ly -managed classrooms, Opse dynamics may show up in teachers',

interactions with particular students whom they perceille as disrup-

tive or potentially threatening to their classroom control.

The cognitive style dimension of psychologicil-differentiation

or field-dependence versus field-independence (Witkin, Moore, Goodenough,

& Cox, 1977) probably mediates expectation effects as well, especially

teacherS' reactions to information supplied by others (either experi-

mentally.or naturalistically). Field-independent individuals tend to

prefer their own assessments based on their own analyses of situations,

whereas field-dependent indikriduals tend to be more suggesttble Or at

least open to the-influence of others. This should make them more

likely to accept information supplied by an experimenter, school re7

cords, or other teachers, and several studies have shown that teachers

who accept such information are more likely to show predicted expecta-

tion effects (Persell, 1977).

Babad et al. (in press) ,found no difference in per-

formance on an embedded figures test between "high bias" and "no bias"

teachers in their study. However, the embedded figures tests are among

the more purely cognitive measures of psychological differentiation..

Perhaps one of the more personal-social measures (see Witkin et al.,

1977) would show relationships to expectation effects. In any case,

the mate specific variable of trust in one's own judgment has been

shown to relate to resistance to external attempts to induce ex ectati

(Wise, 1972).

45
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, Teachers' BeliefeAbout Teachino. and Learning

/-
If they are to have selD=fulfilling prophecy effects, differential

teacher expectations aboutatudents- must result in differential treat-

ment of those students. Research in the last decade has shown us that

linkages between differential expetiatiOns and differential'treatment

of studehts are not autOmatic. We cannot confidently predict how teach-

ers will treat students, let alone what the ultimate effects on student

achievement may be,.even if we do have information about the teachers!,

expectations. We would also need information about the teachers' per-

sonal characteristics and the teachers' beliefs about teaching and

learning.

In one of the few studies to address this directly, Swann and

Snyder (1980) induced differential theories about pupil ability and

its implications fo± instruction in experimental subjects who were

actingas instructors in a teaching situation. Some instructors were

told that student abilityis developed primarily 1g:factors extrinsic

to the student, particularly though instruction (extrinsic theory).

Others were told that ability emerges spontaneously froM the natural

development_of students' intrinsic capabilities (intrinsic theory).

These instructors then worked with students labeled as high or low in

ability, under conditions of limited ti/me availability. As predicted,

the differential ideas about,student ability and instruction induced

in the instructors led to differential teaching behavior. Instructors

working with the instrinsic theory indicating that ab4ity develops

mostly ,through intrinsic changes within,the student concentrated on the

low ability students,apparently believing that the high ability stmolents-2---

4 6
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would.succeed without much help from them. In contrast, the ditructors

working with the extrinsic theory suggesting that ability depends_ almost

entirely on instruction tended' to concentrate on the high ability stu-

dents,aiparently becanse they were confident that these students could

be taught to criterion within the limited time, but were less cOnfidént

about succes with tJle sEudentslabeled as low-in ability. Although this

was a brief eXperiffientnsing undergraduate psychology students as in-

°
.struttors, it illustrates the relevance of such factors as teachers'

assessments of what can be accomplished with their stndents during-the

available time, and of teachers' beliefs about teaching and learning.

Although there has been little attention to the role of teachers'

beliefs about teaching and learning in naturalistic research on teach-

er expectations, both this literature and the literature on teacher

effectiveness suggest several mediating mechanisms. One of these ih7

volves teachers' role definitions (Good & Brophy, 1978, 1980) or beliefs

about what constitute the central functions of the teacher role and

about how these functions should be accomplished. Many teacherp, especi-

ally at the secondary level, consider themselves to be subject matter

specialists and believe'lthat instruction in their subject matter is

their primary teaching function. Other teachers, especially at the

elementary level, place as much,or mOre emphasiS on their roles as

socializers attempting to promote their students' general mental health

personal adjustment, in addition to teaching them content. The sub-

ject matter specialists can be expected to organize most of their in-
(

teractions with students around the teaching and learning of_gontenr,

and thus to run businesslike, academically oriented classrooms

or
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featurintOxiskly paced lessons and activities. Most-of their affect

and reinforcement is likely to be-directed to 111.gh achievers, especi-

ally thoSe- who participate often and communicate both comprehension

ahd_enjoyment of the content. tow achievers may be slighted and low

participLtors ignored in these classfnoms where the teachers are ori-

ented mostly=toward teaching the content, However, if Such teachers
ow

shonld happen to have developed or been-taught a mastery learning on-

entatión rather than a more traditional group-paced orientation, they

may invest more of their time and-effort with the low_achievers than

the high achievers, with opposite results on the relative achievement

progress of these two groups.

Teachers who Stress student socialization are likely to get to

know their students better as individuals, and to interact with them mnre

often on personal or social matters rather than purely content-related

matters. -They aie likely to move through the curriculum at a slower

pace, because they allocate more time to non-academic activities and

because even during academic activities they are concerned not only

about presenting content but about getting all of the students to

participate in and enjoy'the activities and about making sure that the

low achievers ke-dp tipVith-th-e- group. The class as a whole IS-likely

to show less achievement progress under this type of teacher than a

more content-oriented teacher (Brophy, 1979; Good, 1979; Ro.enshine &

Berliner, 1978), because of less exposure to content and thus less

opportunity to learn. Given the content that is presented, the poten-

-tVirio-F-iirf-fulfilling prophecy effects in the classrooms of these

socialization oriented teachers IS greatest with the low achievers
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on whom they tend to concentrate. To the extent that these teachers

see the low achievers as capable of learning (but in need of eXtra en-

couragement, attention, and instructio0, the loW achievers may end up

doing better than their previous achievetent records would predict.

On the other hand, if the teachers see these low achievers as limited

i31 potential dtie to inherent limitations in ahility, they may begin

to treat them in ways that are welT)intended but nevertheless likely

to further retard their achievement progress ("encouraging" them througtf

overly effusive,non-contingent, or otherwise inappropriate praise;

callingion them only-when they are certain to know the.answer,

1,

,
in order to "protect" theth or avoid "Putting thedi on the spot").

_ The_latter-exampIe-aIludes-teanother-important set-of-teacher

beliefs: 'Causal attributions for student success or failure.' Weiner

(1979) and others have shown that teachers' responses to student per-
.,

formance will vary according to the causes to which that performance

is attributed. Teachers who.attribute student failure to their own

failure to explain the material adequately are likely to repeat their

explanation or try to accomplish their objectives in another way, but

teachers who attribute student failure to inherent limitations in stu-

dent ability are likely to conclude that this particular student can-

not learn this particular material, and thus to give up further attempts

at instruction. Related concepts such as.sense of efficacy (possession

of sufficient teacher skill to ins

al objectives) and locus of control (over the outcomes of instructional

interactions with students) also suggest predictable differences in

teacher persistence versus giving up.
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Interactions Atong Teachers'_Personal Characteristics,
Beliefs,"Attitud6, and EkpectatiOns

Various cotbinations of personal characteristics, beliefs, and

attitudes interact with teachers' expectations in-determining teachersi'

reactions to,those expectations. We are a long way frot being able to

predict such reactions with cOnfidence, but we can at least identify

some of the complications that these factors introduce. We noted above,
0

for example, that some teachers feel much more sense of responsibility,

than others to "do something" about their low achievers, but t.hat these

teachers will differ in what tney see as appropriate and,thui in-what

their ultimate effects on their low achievers will be.

Some teachers seem to redouble their efforts with low achievers,

arranging to monitor and interact with them more often (Brophy, et

1981; Brophy & Good, 1974) Rejeski et al., 1979) and

to work with them in smaller reading groups (Weinstein, 1976)-. In effect,

this'involves adopting a mastery learning approach, and should be bene

ficial to the low achievers if the extra attention and instruction is

appropriate to their needs.

Teacher praise and criticism are involved in many of the unusual

patterns of differential teacher interaction with high or low expec.ta

tion students that have been reported in literature. For example, al

I es usually show that high expectation students

receive more praise and less criticism than low expectation students,

tvo experimental sfudies found that high expectation students received
0

both more reinforcement for succe3s and more punishment for failure.

Presumably,these high expectation students were seen as more salient

or as more relevant as objects of teaching effort than the low

so
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expectation students were.
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In case, to the extent that teachers'

beliefs about effective instruction include demanding the most from_

student8 and criticizing them for failure to deliver maximal effort,

high expectation students might receive more criticism as well as more

4
praise.

\ -r

Several studieesuggest that, even in classrooms where high achievr

get more praise than.low achievers because they succeed mbre okten,

te chers make the moSt of opportunities that low achievers present tO

them. Thue, even though high achievers get more praise because they suc-

ceed mbre often, low achievers may get more (or more lengthy or inten-

\Sive) pra17 on those'occasions when they do respond correctly (Rejeski.

ét al.1 1979;\Taylciri 1979; Weinstein, 1976; Jeter & Davis, Note 6).

\
Similaly, two etudies revealed that, although teachers were more like-

\
ly to re eat or rephrase questions in an attempt to improve the re-

sponses o high achievers when they had failed to respond or responded

incorrectly, they were
\
more likely to prolong the response opportunity

1\

by asking fo low up questions of low achievers when they had answered

1\

\
\

the fii.st question correctly\ (Good, Sikes, & Brophy, 1973; Evertson

\
et al., Note 5).

Given that most
\

s-gdE-SW-7chievers as needing more encour-

agement,and ap royal than high achievers (Good & Dembo, 1973; Hersh,

1971; Rothbart, Dalfen, & Barrett, 1971), it may seem _urprising that

such "Strike Jhile the irons hot" phenomena are not observed more

,frequently. ,00per (1979) provides on eXplanation with his sugges-
\

tion that tea hers may be unresponsive or even hypercritical towardt

\ /

lOw expectatLon students Inpublic situations as a way to inhibit-

l

k



their initiation rates. Other (not mutually exclusive) possibil

48

ties

'are that unexpected successful performance by low achievers may hot be -

;

noticed as Tegularly (because ekpectations tend to structure both people's

distribution of attention to competing stimuli and their interpreiation

of events that they do attend to); that teachers are often temporaiily

confuSed by unexpectecrsuccess (simply because it is-unexpected) pr ard

suspicious of it (maybe it stems from copying or cheating); that uneic-

;

pected events are somehow troubling even when desirable (because we

tend to become well adjusted to and eventually to prefer what we have

come to expect); or that unexpected zuccess is actually threatening to

teachers (especially, teachers who have given up on particular s ehts

anZ rá by-eorteltrding t at. t le

ability). Whatever the dynamics, several st es have indicated that

teachers sometimes\tot only fail take advantage of opportunities

to reinforce unex

,

success by low expectation students, but react

vely tp it (Leacock, 1969; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Rubovits

& Maehr, 1971; Shore, 1969; Specior,_ Notel2)F Thus, under some

circumstances, teacher response to studene behavior will depend hot

so much on whether the behavior is.objectively desirable, but on
A

whether it agrees with or violates the teacher's 'expectations.

a

The Role of-Individnal
Differences in Students

Although they have not received As much attention as individual

differences in teachers, individual° differences in students haVe 'also

been recognized as mediating the efActs of teacher expectations.

Rosenthal and his colleagues, for example, have shown that individuals
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differ both in their'epcoding and communig*ation of expectations and

in their decoding of the expectations communicated by others. Students

who are more sensitive to voice toneor other subtle communication-cues

may decode teacher31 cOmmunications,of expectations more often' and ac-
, 4

curately than other stiOents, And thus may at least`potentially he more

)
affected by them (Conn, lEdwards, Tosenthal, &

DeFrank; Hall, & Rosenthal, 1978).1

Brophy. and Good noted in theiT originalomodel (Brophy & Good, 1970b)

4

Crowne, 1968; Zuckerman,

.
c. . ,

that students.might resist stereotypic treatment from teachers, and they
, .

. ..

speculated about other possible student mediation mechanisms in their

later review (BroPhy.& Good, 1974), For,example, they noted that.Some

.

studAnts are_much_imor_e-active, initiatory, and generally salient in the

ckassroom than others, and that these high Salient students are-moie

likely to_be perceived accurately by.their teachers (although not neces7

sarily to be perceived more positively). The less salient students make

it easier for teachers to,sustain inappropriate expectations concerning
,

them, because they give the teachers less frequent and striking evidence

about what they are like. .Furthermdre, the'more active and salient stu-

dents
(

are likely to condition the teacher to reSpond to them in parti-

cularays, while the less salient students are more likely to be con-
.

ditioned by the teachers

Brophy and Good ilsO noted that students who try their best (or, at

least give the iMpression'that they do) are,likely to be seen as work-

ing up to their capacity, whereas students who V.ve.up easily, copy from

neighbors, or show little interest in the work are likely to be perceived

as underachievers who could do better if their motivation were improved.

a
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The latter stUdents should be more open to improvetent throu com-

----munication of positive teacher expectations (at least in theory.; in

practice
,

teachers Often resent or are. threatened by suCh student 'be-
, ,

havior and respond poorly to it).
\

Johnson (1970) extrapolating from laborator7 research, suggests

that studencs who dre dependent, adult-oriented, and generally "other

directed should be-more susceptible to expectation ,effects than other

0students. This-hypothesis is supported 'by the lindings of Asbury (1970)

T

on student locus of control as,a medlator of tea8her expectation ef4

.
...-

o

fects. Asbury found no difference between internal'and external locus
. .. 1

A
of control students in response to teacher communications of positive

expectations,%ut found tharstudents with an external locus of con-

, po
.

rol were more affected by communications of negative expectation tl-ian
N

students with an internal locus of contrOlWere.
.

0 i

Other work(reviewed-in Persell, 1977) Suggests :that snsceptibillr
,

,ity to teacher,expectation effects will vary with student age,,race,

social class. 'In particular, it eeems likely that younger'etudents

:

1 t
ior students who are heavily dependentinpon the teacher for information

(c.f. West.& Anderson, 1976) are moye likely OD1' be affected by techer

expectations than, other students who may have more information or ex-
.

perience available to draw upon in forming their own opinions.

- Student characteristics; that influence the quality,of teacher-stu-

dent relationship; will also affect teacher expectation effects. After

all, teacher expectations for student achievement do not eiist in iSola-.

tfon but interact with the personal and soc41 aspects of teacher-student

interaction and the attitudes that this interaction generates.(Brophy

et al.; 1981; Willis & Brophy, 1974). Persistent disruptive misconduct,.,

9

4
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for example, threaqns teachers' control needs (Coopera 1979). and tends
-

to structure teacher-student interaction around issues of conduct rather

than achievement, so that disruptive siudents are likely tO get less

academic encourageMent than more compliant students with similar achieve-
:

ment profiles get.

Even more important than the general frequency of disruptive mis-

behavior is the specific personal relationship between the teacher and

the.individual student. Brolihy et al. (1981) found that teachers

had frequent and generally neutral to positive contacts with certain

students who misbehaved frequedtly because the misbehavior was not in7

tended nor taken personally and because the teachers and students ap-.

parently liked one another. In Contrast, the teachers had very negative

relationships with other students,'including some that did not misbehalie

very often or intensively. The key to these negative relationships was '

mutual.didlike. On the part of the students; this dislike showed itself

in general avoidance of the teacher, lack of responsiver_.s wlien teach-

ers attempted to encourage or reinforce, and a sullen or defiant ,atti-

tude when the teachers 'attempted to criticize or discipline. On.the

part of the teachersv negative relationsnips with students were marked

not .on1y by /ow, rates of teacher initiation of public interactions with

these students but by high,rates of *criticism, tendencyto hold up these-

students as bad examples to the rest of the class, refusals of initia-

tions and requesta.fromthese students, and frequent non-verbal cam-

munication of impatience or negative affect. In short, these students .

and teachers vere mutually hostile to one another. Under these condi-

tions he potential for Positive self-fulfilling prophecy effects of .

I



teacher expectations (Gailatea effects) seems minimal, but the probe-

. bility of negative self-fulfillihg proPhecy effects (Golem effects)

seems highly likely.

A final set of variab,les worth mentioning here are student motive-

tional and attributiohal patterns that will interact with differehtiai

patterns of teacher treatment to determine ultimate outcomes an stu-

_dent achievement.- The effort and output of some students is increased

-
by praise-and decreased by criticism, ,but other students show the op-

-

po,site pattern: Thus, similar teacher expectations leading to similar

treatment of_students (in this case, praise for success) may augment

achievement and ultiiaIeiy contribute to significant self-fulfilling
/ -. ------_-_ --, t

= prophecy effects with some stuaents, but not others. Similarly, teach-
: /

er praise may augment achievement in students who attribute their suc-

cess at least in part ,to their own efforts, but not in students who

- attribute success puraly to ability or to uncontrollab1e external fac-
,

tois such as luck;
-

=

_CohceptualilineSelf-fulfilling

0
Prophecy. Effectslin the 'Classroom

At this point it shoula 4e, clear that\teacher expectation effects

on students are much more co plex and difficult tc conceptualize, let

alone predicttthan the models offered by Brophy and%Good (1970b

-

Rosenthal (1974), and others ut-ould suggeST,' A more complex model has

recently been offered by Darle and Fazio (1980) for conceptualizing

expectation effects in general
/

,Sqcial interaction.' Paraphrased to re-

fer spcifically to teacher e4ectatioh effects on students, the model

is''as follows:
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,

1. The teacher develops a set of expectations about the student

(based on the student's status characteristics, information
about past behavior or-accomplishments, and observat4e,ns of
present behavior.or, accomplishments),

112. These expeCtatio s influence the teacher's interactions with
._

the student. t

3. The student interprets the teacher'sactions. To the extent

that_these actions are seen as responsive to factors spe-

cific to the student (rather than being attributed.to the
teacher's general predispositions or typical responses to
situations that the student happened to be in), the student
will.come to expect similar treatment from the teacher in the

the future.

4. The student will respond to the teacher's behavior, as he or
she interprets this behavior. Usually the student's behavior

will bear some reciprocal relationship to the teacher!s
actions,..so as to confirm the teacher's expectations. This

is especially likely if the.expectations implied by the
teacher's behavior ard congruent with the student's self
image or at least are acceptable to the student. Where this

is not the case, the student may respond in ways that dis-
confirm the-teacher's expectations.

5. The teacher interpret,s,the student's response: Most people

are biased toward maintaining their expectations once they

have been formed, so that student responses that confirm
expectations are likely to be attributed to the dispositional
qualities of the student and thus taken as confirmation of
expectations, whereas disconfirwing responses are likely to
be attributed to.situational factors and thus notsnecessarily
taken as evidence that expectatfons are incorrect:\ Repeated
and salient disconfirmation may, be necessary to cha\n e an

entrenched expectation.

6. Finally, the-student interprets his Or her own response .to the

the teacher. One frequent interpretation will be that th
response is self-revealing,.that ii gives the student more
information about what he or she is like. To the extent that

the student has understood the teacher's expectation or're-

sponded with behavior that confirms that expectation, the
\\

student's self image may.change in the direction implied by

the \teacher's expectation.

Darley and Fazio's model is an improvement over earlier models'be-

,

cause it includes more explicit attention to causal attributions and

other information-processing mechanisms that become involved when teach-

ers and students interpret the meanings of each other's behavior. It -
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also helps to conceptualize some of the complications that can arise.

For .example, some students will be aware of and strongly,responsive to

a particular combination of teacher expectations and behaviors, and thus

will come,to conform to those expectations. Other students.may be less

attentive or socially perceptive; so that they will not be as aware of

the expectations that their teachers are communicating, and thus will

not be as strongly affected by them. Still other student's will beCome

aware of these expectations but respond by actively resisting them.

They may cven succeed in changing the teacher's expectations, but even

if they do not, their resistance will minimize the degree to which the

expectations,become self-fulfilling.

Even this. model, however, makes no provision for several other

factors known to mediate teacher expectation effects on students. The

'model woi.ks well for relatively simple expectations such as whether or

not a student is likely to respond positiVely to a friendly teacher ini-

ative, but it does not address many of the complexities involved in the

linkages between teacher expectations, teacher beliefs about student,

needs, objectives that the teacher formulateS based on those beliefs,

behaviors intended to meet those objectives, and the actual effects of

these behaviors on the student. The possibility of slippage between

any one of these steps and the next makes predictions risky.

For example, a teacher may have high expectations and thus set

lofty objectives for a particular student, and yet fail to see these

expectations fulfilled for lack of knowiedge cr misinformation about

effective teaching. Thus, even a.proactive approach to individualizing

interactions with students will not necessarily be successful (as the

frequency of well-intended but misdirected attempts to "encourage" low

58 .
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achievers will attest). d , a teacher may forMulate firm expectations

about differential student achievement but do very little to generate

self-fulfilling prophecy effects because he or she relies on whole'class

instructional methods that minimize dyadic interaction with individual

students and thus limit opportunities to communicate differential ex-

pectations. Or, the teacher may be extremely impressed with the Poten-

tial of certain studEnts bur believe that these students'will Make the

most progress if allowed to work independently; with the result that

the students achieve less than they might have achieved with more input

and guidance from the teacher. As a final example, consider the teach-

er who is convinced that a particular subgroup of students has such low

potential that they will be fortunate to make even minimally acceptable

progress even with extra attention and help, and who responds to this

expectation by arranging to provide this group with as much extra atten-

tion and help as possible. Despite the original motivating expectation,

the extra attention and help affordect these students is likely to cause

them to achieve much more than they would have otherwise, and very possi-

bly to achieve more than some of their classmates who began at achieve-

ment levels below average but not low enough to cause the teacher to

place them into this special group. In this example, the teacher's ori-

ginal low expectations lead to behavior that produces disconfirming

rather than self-fulfilling prophecy effects.

In summary, a comprehepsive conceptualization of self-fulfilling

prophecy effects of teachers' expectations for student achievement in

ordinary classroom settings requires attention not only to teacher be- '

havior related directly to the comMunication of expectations to students,

but to teacher beliefs about appropriate curriculum, effective instruc-

59
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tion, and student motivation, to the quality of the personal relation-

ship between the teacher and the student, and t8 a variety.of teacher

and student individual difference variables. Clearly, the topic of

self-fulfilling prophecies in the classroom is much.moye complex than

it seemed to be 10 years ago:

Research Implications

There seems to be no need for further replications of the Rosenthal

and Jacobson (1968) Oak School experiment or simil4r studies designed

solely to prove that teacher expectations canshave self-fulfilling pro-

phecy effects on student achievement. This has already been demonstiated.

Similarly, there is no need for further demonstrations that experiment-

al subjects asked to make predictions or otherwise express expectations

about the achievement of hypothetical students, using a restricted set

of information provided by the experimenter, can be influenced by in-

formation about prior achievement or about physical appearance, sex,

race, social class, or various other status characteristics. Such stu-

dies add nothing to social psychological theory, nor do they .tell us

anything about how inservice teachers develop and respond to expecte-
,

tions about the achievement of their own students.

There is a need for more information on the latter point. In parti-

cular, information is needed about the formation of normatiye exPecta-

dons for students in general. Who decides what content is appropriate

for students at each grade level to master, and on what basis? Given

these decisions and the curriculum development they lead to, who selects

among available published curriculum packages chose that appear most ap-

propriate for students in a particular school or classroom, and on what

60
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basis? The research of Pidgeon (1970) suggests that expectations op-

erating at this general level of curriculum preparation and selection

may have much more profound consequences on student achievement than

individual teachers' differential expectations for different students

in their clasSes, and jret the development and functioning of expectations

at this level have not received much attention in the expectation lit-
.

erature. Aspects of the topic have received attention in recent re-

search cOnducted at the Institute for Research on Teaching at Michigan

State University (Schwilie, Porter, Gant, Belli, Floden, Freeman, Knappen,

Kuhs &Schmidt, Note 19), although more from an interest in the social and

political organization of schooling than from an interest in the ex-

Rectations of school administrators and teachers.

There is also need for more information about the development and

functioning of individual inservice teachers' expectations about their

students over the course of the school year (c.f. Good, 1980). Willis

Vote 4) and others have shown that, when asked directly for differential

expectations about individual students, teachers are able to express

such expectations in some detail, and the expectations tend to be gen-

erally accurate, to be based on the most reliable and valid inkormation

available, and to be corrected by new information as it becomes avail-

able. Yet i. the fact that teachers can produce these differential ex-

pectations and related rationales upon specific demand does not mean

that they necessarily draw upon this information in planning and deliver-

ing instruction. Research on teacher planning (reviewed by Clark &

Yinger, Note 20) suggests that teachers concentrate mostly on un-

derstanding the procedures called for by any particular academic task--

t on makints sure that they have mastered these procedures and are prepared
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to implement them. There is relatively little attention to the objec-

tives of activities or their appropriateness to the class, although

teachers do make judgments about whether the class is likely to "reipond"

to the activity and sometimes eliminate or substitute for parts of the

,activity that they do not believe will be appropriate. However, these
\

judgments tend to be based more on the potential management difficulkies

that the activity will present or the degree to which the students are

likely to enjoy and participate willingly in the activity, rather than

the degree to which the difficulty level and academic content of the

activity fitg the students' current achievement progress. Teachets'

expectations clearly are involved in these judgmentS, but they are ex-

pectations concething the class or group as a whole rather thPn dif-

ferential expectations for individual students, and they are expecta-

tions concerning student responsiveness to tasks rJther than student

achievement'needs or potential.

Research on teachers' perceptions and decision making durin, actu-

al interaction with their students suggests similar conclusions (Shavelson

& Stern, 1981; -Brophy, Note. 21). Most thoughts are about the flow of
A

instruction of the activity itself, and most expectations concern antici-

pated student responses to the activity. Again, these expectations con-

cern the group as a whole or perhaps a steering group (1.undgren, 1972)

within it, rather than the responses of specific individuals. To the

extent that individuals are considered, the teacher's focus tends to

.
be more on their attentiveness and degree f participation in the activ-

ity than on their immediate learning needS or their more general person-

al or status characteristics. Thus, existing research on teachers' pre-

active planning and interactive decision making reveal little spontaneous
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mention of expectations for student achievement or differential expecta-

tions for individuals within the class or group, although they do reveal

decision making based on eXpectations about how the group will respond

to activities and, occasionally, about how individual students are like:-

ly to respond or-how they appear to be responding at the moment. It is

worth noting, however, that these lines of research .are very new, and

-

-have not yet _been-adopted by researchers specifically interested in

teacher expect-it-ions. Thus, a great deal of information about the role

teacher expectations in planning and delivering instruction might be

revealed by researchers who specifically looked for it.

Another point worthy of development is that to date, research cn

teacher expectations has focused almost entirely on expectations for

student achievement. Yet, the research on teacher planning and inter-

active decision making suggeststhat teacher expectations abodt students'

affective responses ro academic tasks may be more centrally related td

what goes on in the classroom, and thus ultimately to student achieve-

ment, as well. Furthermore, Good and Brophy (1978, 1980) have pointed

out that the success of teachers' classroom management efforts is prob-

ably determined in part by the kinds of expectations that teachers com-

municate concerning stt..ient conduct; that the interpersonal atmosphere

in the classroom probably depends in part on the kinds of expectations

the teachers communicate about student cooperation and interpersonal re-

lationships; and that student responsiveness to lessons and assignments

progably depends in part on the kinds of expectations that teachers

communicate about the meaningfulness, interest value, or practical value

of those lessons or assignments. In s'hort, teachers routinely model

and communicate expectations about a variety of matters in addition to
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student achievement. Much of this activity will have direct or indirect

effects on achievement, however, and in addition can be expected-to

affuct students' attitudes, beliefs, attributions, expectations; achieve-
_ -

ment motivation, and classroom conduct. Yet, expectation effects of

this kind have received little attention to date.

Returning to achievement expectations, Good (1981) has noted that

most of the research so far has concentrated on teachers' public inter-

actions with students during.classroom recitations and discussion. More

attention is needed to other contexts and mechanisms for communicating

expectations: Differential assignments made to different students (and

the rationales given when making those assignments), individualized com-
.

ments written on returned assignments or ipcluded along with grades on

report cards, and so on.

More information is also needed on student mediation of teacher

expectations. Work by Weinstein and her colleagues (Weinstein &

a
Middlestadt, 1979; Weinstein, Marshall, Brattesani, & Middlestadt, in

press) has shown that students are aware of differential teacher treat-

ment of high versus low achievers (although I believe that they exag-

gerate the-strength and consistency of these differences). What stu-

dents conclude from these perceptions will differ with the.student,

however. For example, Meyer, Bachmann, Biermann, Uempelmann, Ploger,

& Spiller (197-9) i:eport that younger elementary students may take

inappropriately lavish teacher praise at face value and thus feel rein-
.

forced by it, but that older students are likely to recognize the in-

congruence of such praise and to be embarrassed by it because it implies

that the teacher does not think that they are very bright.
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Covington and Omelich (1979) have shown that teachers probably should

N

not overstress effort relative
,

_to ability when praising students for

sucCess, because students want to be thoug
11

t

of
as intelligent and not

merely as hard working. Winne and Marx (in p s) have shown that there

is often an important difference between the 91ontent that teachers thought

they were communicating,to their students and the content that the stu-

dents i'eceived, and Anderson (1981) has shown similar slippage between

0

the purpose and intended outcomes of seatwork assignments and their act-
,

ual effects on students. Much more' information is needed about how and

why the messages that teachers intend to communicate are often missed or

distorted by their students, and about how these phenomena_affect.ekpect-
\

atiok effects in the classroom.

Finally, we clearly need some programmatic hypothesis generation

and testing about whether and how teachers can communicate positive ex-

pectationseffectively and thus have positive (Galatea) self-fulfill-
,

ing prophecy effects on their students. In theory, consistent projec-

tion of positive expectations in the process of instructing students

shoulr: produce more positive outcomes than more neutral but otherwise

comparable instruction. We cannot be sure that this is true in piac-

tice, however. First, it may be that expectations have non-trivial

self-fulfilling prophecy effects only over the short term or in new

situations. 2erhaps the potential for such effects is not great enough

to bother with in situations where the same teacher is working with the

same students across a term or school year.

Second, this approach to improving student achievement may be too

complex to be cost effective. Recall that self-fulfilling prophecy ef-

fects require consistent projection of somewhat inaccurate expectatihns
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to students. In this case, we are talkilig about teachers consistently

treating students as if they were somewhat brighter or higher achieving

than they actually are. This may be difiicult or even imPossible to do
I --,

consistenly, -because we are accustomed cto responAng to pur real ex-
\

pectations,and not to acting as,if we attually had someWhat, more opti7

mistic expectations than we do.. Furthermj,re, even if thefenterprise proved

1

feasible, eXpectations would fiave to be Continuously adl sted (individual-

ly for eath student) to keep them within a narrow range of tolerance

along a very fine line: They would have to be slightly, more optimistic

than the real expectations, but.not so MuCh so as to undermine the teach:-

er's credibility.\
I

,

Third, even if this approath should ultimately proVe feasible and4

cost effective, we need mith more informaion about hóW teachers can,

communicate positive expectations in ways that will have the desired

effects pn students. As the comp:lications reviewed in this paper indt-

cate, we are a long way from having an organized body of such knowledge

at the moment.

_-,

Teaching Implications' ,

, \,

XHighly preicriptive teaching implications Willihave to await com-

pletion of the research outlined above. In the meantime, the litera-

tute on expectations does afford some suggestions tO,teachers. First,.

J'it-is not appropriate to attempt to deny important individual differ-,

ences by trying to maintain very high expectations for all students.

Unrealistically high expectations for students will lead to inappro-

priate instruction-and ultimately depress rather than,enhance achieve-
\

-

,ment. Uor is it 4,propriate to try to maintain_equal expectations for

/
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all students, or to treat all-students the same way. Optimal instruc-

tion for all students implies some,degree of individualization for each°

particular student, and also implies that treatment of low achievers
,

will differ systematicallyjn some ways from treatment of high achiev-

ers. A teacher's instruction_of low achievers should te.judged on die

idegree to which it meets theit needs and maximizes theit achievement

progress, and not on its degree of similarity to the teacher'S' treat-

ment of higher achievers.

This imOli&s, of course, that teachers' expectations and instruc-

tion of all students, but perhaps most especially low achievets, should

be adjusted to take into account emerging developments. To the extent

that teachers begin with appropriate expectations and instru4idir that

are well suited to particular students' needs and thus successful in

helpinkthem- make rapid progress, this progress itself will propel the

students toward new stages in content mastery or skill development, which

will imply-different, highet level needs and-associated inst'ructional

strategies. Thus, the low reading group may presently need content and

instruction that is more basic or structured than what the middle read'

ing -group presently needs, but as the low group makes progres,5, their

reading group activities should become more and more like thOse prese

ly used with ,the middle group,

MoreNgenerally, teachers can expect to minimize negative (Golem)

expectation effects, and perhaps maximize positive (Galatfl) expectal.

tion.effects, if they:
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12. Concentrate on how-to teach (and= where necestary, reteach)

the content to the class or,group as-a whole, rather than

worry too much about individual differences. ,

2. Keep expectations for individuals Ctivent by monitoring

their progress Closely; stress presentsperformahce over pist

ttistory. 1

3. Set.goalS for the groupand,for individuals-in terms of floors

(minimally acceptable standards),, not ceilings; let group

progtess rates, rather than lithits,adopted arbitrarily in .

advance, determine how far the group can,go within-the. time

available.

4. In individualizing instruction and giving students feedback

about performance, stress continuous progress telative to
previous levels of mastery rather than normatiVe comparisons

or comparisons between'individuals. In planning_and delivering
instruction, concentrate on students', present levels of

understanding and mastery and their implications for ,present
instructional needs, rather than-on who the studeritg-are-in-

4

5.

6.

7.

-dividually

In giving
Mative information;
failure.,

When students
stration,

culty and
reteaching
the same

In general,
_by stimulating

and how they are dbing relative to ond another.

students feedback,4stress the_provision of infor-

and snot merely evaluation of sucdess or

have not understood an explanation Or demon-
think in terms of diagnosing their learning d1ff4,7
folloWing thtough by,breaking down the task or

1 it in a different way, rather than merely repeating
instruction or giving up in ltustration.

. ,

think in terms of stretching the studenta' minds
them and encouraging.them to achieve as muciL

as they can, and dot in terms of "Vrocting" them f,7!7om failure

di embarrassment. .. .

;These guidelines are easy enough to communicate to teachers, but

may prove difficult for

,

tive demands built into

them to implement because the continuing Cogni-
.1.

the teaching,role make,it difficult for teachers

. . . . /

\to monitor their own behavior. Both pre'$ervice and insetvice teachers
,

. 1

will need help from others if.they are to become gore aware of instruc-
1

.

'...
v

tiopal practices they have adopted habitually Without much if any com7.-
1-

iclous decision making., and more aware of differential expectations they

communicate to students through differential treatment. Good and Brophy

-68
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(197S) provide suggestions about 41047 teachers scan arrange to get feed

hack from their students or from their colleagues, supervisors, or school

administrators. .1n- addition, the Teacher Expectations'and Student

Achievement (TESA) program (Kerman, 1979) is available to teachers

looking for a,packipd inservice program dealing with communication of

>

mC.

teacher expectations and related phenomena.

N\

4
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